MAJOR RACIAL DIFFICULTIES BETWEEN THE BLACK AND WHITE
STUDENTS IN THE MOVIE REMEMBER THE TITANS
Major racial difficulties between the black and white students in the movie essay in the movie remember the titans there
were many racial essentials to the plot.

Later at camp, Gerry is seen singing to Julius about what kind of power Julius has, with the team surrounding
them and chanting. I know that there is still racism, I also know "Remember The Titans. This film takes place
in Virginia during the segregation years. Essay Topic: Film , Coaching Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on
this website! We were in the middle of what I like to call a civil war. Everyone was at the hospital and then
Julius showed up when he heard the news and started crying. It is important to have many views on a situation
to come up with the best answer. All of these events ignite hate, mistrust, and derision for the players and the
coaches and results in a confusing environment for teenagers. The actors are suitable in their roles Share
Theme 1: Overcoming Racism Racism is a strong overtone throughout the movie and is demonstrated by
several events, but can be broken down into two main categories. The struggle with education can be clearly
seen in the case of Louie Lastik. This was during a time when the school had just been integrated to allow
blacks into the school and the high school football team. Although there were no battles or gunfights our
country was torn in half. Julius couldn't handle seeing him "Remember the Titans" words - 5 pages
"Remember the Titans" begins in a small Virginia town in A different level of disrespect is shown between
the coaches as they also refuse to work with one another or accept feedback from one another about how to
improve their plays. The actors are suitable in their roles. Remember The Titans Introduction In the movie
"Remember the Titans," there were major racial difficulties between black and white students. Although the
Titan players were faced with racism on the field, in the community, in their own homes, in pre-existing
relationships, and while struggling with their own views of racism, they still manage to overcome racism.
These challenges helped the Titans grow as a team and made them more co-operative and successful. Williams
High School. The year was when there were no racial mixings in the schools. He noticed that coach Boon was
being extremely rough on the football players and told him that some athletes do not respond well to
humiliation and put-downs. The movie starts practically the day that the announcement of desegregation was
going to come into action. The film 'Remember the Titans' also expresses change as being affected when a
person gains a deeper understanding of a situation. Coach Yoast is talking to his players about the soon to be
integrated team. The difficulties of a multiracial team were overcome with the assistance of democratic and
authoritarian coaching Remember The Titans words - 4 pages. I believe that those people would benefit a
great deal from seeing this movie. Due to a court order, three high schools in Alexandria, Virginia were forced
to integrate their students and faculty for the first time. This did not work effectively since the athletes did not
like him very much, so they were not motivated to listen. It took place in a small town in Virginia named
Alexandria in Remember the Titans Essay words - 8 pages of academic and athletic competition. Neither
races are obliging to this rash decision being enforced but there was nothing to be done about it. Get Essay
Because of these actions, the Titans were able to defeat the challenges they were faced with as a team and
come out superior. Baker English 13 November Left Side, Strong Side Remember the Titans is a film directed
by Boaz Yakin bases in when discrimination, prejudice, and racism was still a way of life. Not only did the
problem get resolved, but the Titans were victorious in the end. These obstacles contribute to a person either
finding their identity or adapting to their environment. These difficulties helped the Titans grow as a team and
made them more co-operative and successful. Even all of the other high school football teams that the Titans
go against are all White, leaving them as the only biracial team, which segregates the Titans as a team in their
own way. This segregation continues into lunchrooms being one Black side and the other White. He is further
helped by Rev, who tutors and encouraged Louie through song. The various positions playing a major role. Set
in the time during segregation, he tries to integrate a racially divided school football team putting the
fundamentals of footballs great. The town and the football team come together to illustrate a social cognitive
process.

